
Promoting democracy, good governance, human rights, peace and 

security, and sustainable development in africa is at the heart of post-

apartheid South africa’s foreign policy. it is a policy committed to pursuing an 

african agenda and the quest for ‘a better and safer africa in a better world’ – 

issues that run like a thread through all official documents and statements by 

government officials.1 

this commitment was reflected in South africa’s efforts to reform continental 

institutions and to bring peace and stability in a number of conflict-ridden 

countries in the late 1990s and early 2000s. South africa’s mediation 

in Burundi and its assistance with organising the 2006 elections in the 

Summary
in the early post-apartheid years, South africa was seen as a leader 

in africa, setting the norms for moral and principled international 

engagement and interventions on the continent. South africa’s 

strong leadership principles were reflected in its efforts to reform 

the continental institutions, to mediate for peace and stability and 

to promote democracy in a number of conflict-ridden countries. in 

the past these contributions to the continent’s development earned 

South africa status as a ‘norm entrepreneur’. today, however, 

questions are being asked about South africa’s willingness to 

uphold the freedoms and democratic gains made on the continent. 

its foreign-policy approach, with the rest of the continent, has 

become inward-looking, economically pragmatic and less principled. 

South africa needs to regain its status as champion of peace and 

democracy in africa.
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1South africa should use its   
influence in the aU to voice its 

concern over the abuse of 
democracy on the continent, to 
campaign for strong leadership of 
the aUc when elections are held in 
2017 and insist that aU 
programmes contain a norm-
setting component when it comes 
to democracy and human rights.

2 South africa should use its soft  
 power to set high standards of 

governance and leadership. 

3 South africa’s intervention in   
 peacebuilding and Pcrd 

should be a coordinated effort 
between government departments.

4 South africa should use its   
 membership of the Un Human 

rights council to fulfil its moral 
responsibility and vote to protect 
the victimised and oppressed.

5 South africa should reconsider  
 its withdrawal from the 

international criminal court, 
working instead with other african 
countries to reform the institution.

6 South africa should follow   
 through on its plans to 

establish the South african 
development Partnership agency.

recommendations 

Is South Africa a norm 
entrepreneur in Africa? 
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democratic republic of the congo (drc) are seen as symbolic of its 
commitment to consolidating the democratic processes on the continent 
through free-and-fair elections. this contribution was norm-setting, in that it 
created a model for solving intra-state conflicts. 

However, questions are now being asked about South africa’s willingness 
to promote human rights and uphold the freedoms and democratic gains 
made through multi-party elections on the continent.2 Why has South africa 
not voiced concern over the reversal of these gains and over human-rights 
abuses by governments? Why did it not use its position as host of the June 
2015 african Union (aU) summit to speak up against the extension of term 
limits – a major threat to democracy on the continent? at that summit, South 
africa allowed Sudan’s president, omar al-Bashir, to enter the country, despite 
a warrant for his arrest from the international criminal court (icc). this was in 
contravention of international law and of South africa’s own legislation. 

civil-society organisations took the government to court and obtained 
a ruling that obliged the government to arrest al-Bashir. South africa’s 
controversial withdrawal from the icc, following a cabinet decision on 20 
october 2016, should be seen in light of the appeal instituted by government 
against this ruling on the al-Bashir case.3 Having lost its appeal to the 
Supreme court, the final petition to the constitutional court was scheduled 
to be heard in november 2016. the government, however, withdrew this 
petition at the last minute. 

South Africa’s voting patterns in the UN 
Human Rights Council have left international 
observers perplexed

SoUtH africa HaS to 
Balance itS commitmentS 

to tHe reSt of africa 
WHile overcoming itS oWn 

domeStic cHallengeS

meanwhile, in a separate court battle, civil society organisations are arguing 
that the decision to withdraw from the icc was unlawful and unconstitutional. 
the opposition democratic alliance also argues that parliament should have 
been consulted on the matter.

furthermore, South africa’s voting patterns in the Un Human rights council 
have left international observers perplexed. South africa has been reluctant 
to vote on country-specific issues and resolutions that it considers to be 
‘politicised and divisive’,4 such as those against protecting people engaged in 
peaceful protests. 

the aim of this policy brief is to look at South africa’s commitment to 
democracy and human rights in africa, and to consider the drivers behind the 
often contradictory foreign-policy positions taken by the government. it asks 
whether South africa has been a successful norm entrepreneur in africa. 

it also reflects on the crisis of expectations that South africa finds itself in, 
having to balance its commitments to the rest of africa while overcoming its 
own domestic challenges.  
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South africa has to operate in a continent marked 

by complex crises and weak institutions. closer to 

home, its bilateral relations with its neighbours in the 

Southern african development community (Sadc) are 

complicated by domestic interests and obligations to 

support Sadc financially. 

this raises many questions about South africa’s 

leadership in the continent, and whether it can still be 

relied on to provide the moral and principled leadership it 

was once known for. 

foreign policy and international relations go far beyond 

issues of promoting democracy and human rights. this 

policy brief is an attempt to narrow down this debate to 

the essentials that are at the heart of the questions being 

asked by observers of South africa’s engagement with 

the continent today.

this briefing document5 is the result of an exchange 

between practitioners, researchers, academics, journalists 

and foreign-policy experts on the theme of South africa’s 

role as norm entrepreneur in africa. 

Mandela and Mbeki – the new kids 
on the block 

in its 1994 policy document, the anc listed seven 

principles that were set to guide South africa’s foreign 

policy. these are a belief in human rights, in the promotion 

of democracy worldwide, in the rule of international law 

and in the attainment of international peace; that South 

africa’s foreign policy should reflect the interests of africa; 

that South africa’s economic development depends of 

the development of regional and international economic 

cooperation and, finally, a belief that South africa’s 

international relations must reflect a commitment to the 

consolidation of its democracy.6 

these principles provided a solid framework for South 

africa’s initial engagement with the continent. the quest 

for democracy and respect for human rights drove former 

president nelson mandela in his endeavours to promote 

peace and good governance on the continent.

very early on in its new democratic dispensation, 

however, South africa felt the wrath of the continent 

when it came to speaking out on these issues. at the 

commonwealth conference in 1995, mandela took a 

strong stance against nigerian strongman Sani abacha. 

nigeria was expelled from the organisation following the 
execution of writer and activist Ken Saro-Wiwa. South 
africa was criticised by the leaders of the organisation of 
african Unity (oaU) and had to backtrack on its call for 
sanctions against nigeria. South africa had stuck its neck 
out, based on principle, but no one in africa supported it. 

the backlash from some african states was partly due to 
a sentiment that South africa was a young democracy 
that shouldn’t lecture to the rest of the continent about 
freedoms and human rights. South africa was the new kid 
on the block, while others had been debating democracy 
since the start of the independence era in the 1960s. 

South Africa had stuck its neck out, 
based on principle, but no one in Africa 
supported it

However, this kind of criticism from the continent is 

probably the necessary price to pay if one wants to be a 

norm entrepreneur. Such reactions are to be expected. 

Some have even accused South africa of following 

a ‘Western imperialist agenda’ when attempting to 

intervene to uphold democracy in africa. yet South 

africa was, and remains, the economic powerhouse on 

the continent and such a negative reaction from some 

quarters seems inevitable. 

in the late 1990s and early 2000s former president 

thabo mbeki was much more circumspect and 

conscious of getting the buy-in from the rest of africa 

for any new initiatives to promote democracy. mbeki 

reformed the oaU, transitioning it into the present-

day aU structure, and his new Partnership for africa’s 

development (nePad) and the african Peer review 

mechanism (aPrm) were launched in partnership 

with other prominent african leaders, including former 

president olusegun obasanjo of nigeria.7

mbeki’s reluctance to intervene too boldly on the 

continent led to much criticism of his policies, especially 

his so-called ‘quiet diplomacy’ approach towards 

Zimbabwe in the early 2000s. 

While some african leaders were critical of South africa’s 

bold steps to push for reform, many africans, on the 

other hand, felt South africa wasn’t doing enough. there 
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was a very high expectation of South africa and of its leaders following the 
end of apartheid. many on the continent hoped that, with its well-developed 
infrastructure, its successful change to a democratic system and its model 
of reconciliation, it could be a driving force for economic development and 
stability in africa. South africa could also act independently because it didn’t 
rely on donor money from external actors. South africa couldn’t be pushed 
around by the international community. 

in many ways, these expectations were met in the early years, thanks to the 
important reforms of the continental institutions, driven by mbeki and others. 
the peace efforts in the drc, Burundi, côte d’ivoire and Zimbabwe show that 
South africa did manage to export elements of its model of transition from a 
repressive regime to a democracy. this included promoting inclusive dialogue, 
governments of national unity, and free-and-fair elections. 

However, as noted, there is the perception that South africa under President 
Jacob Zuma has not followed through on its commitment to upholding human 
rights and freedoms. 

Challenging engagement with continental institutions

South africa’s engagement with the rest of africa has to be seen against the 
backdrop of a difficult continental institutional context and a serious lack of 
capacity when it comes to dealing with very complex crises. 

South africa made it clear early on its post-apartheid years that its 
contribution to change in africa is to be driven through continental institutions, 
like Sadc and the aU. it therefore threw its weight behind reforms of these 
two institutions. 

SoUtH africa HaS Been 
criticiSed aS failing 
on itS commitment 

to UPHolding HUman 
rigHtS and freedomS

When it comes to participating in mediation and 
peace-support operations, South Africa clearly has 
to do the heavy lifting

mbeki and his foreign minister nkosazana dlamini-Zuma attended the 

last oaU summits in lomé and lusaka in 2000 and 2001, and they were 

instrumental in drawing up the constitutive act of the aU. the aU was 

formally established in durban in 2002 and the detailed provisions of the act 

were thrashed out during subsequent meetings in mozambique (where the 

July 2003 aU summit was held), addis ababa and elsewhere. the Peace 

and Security council (PSc) of the aU was inaugurated in 2004. this is an 

institution that initiated a major shift from the oaU’s policy of non-interference 

to a strategy for peacemaking on the continent, guided by the 15 members of 

the PSc. 

at the level of Sadc, South africa was also instrumental in the establishment 

of the organ on Politics, defence and Security in 1996 and in drawing up the 

1999 Protocol on Politics, defence and Security cooperation. the former is 
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the institution within Sadc that drives its crisis-resolution 

efforts. South africa has also been instrumental in drafting 

the new Sadc election guidelines, adopted in Pretoria in 

July 2015.

South africa’s role in these institutions has, however, 

not always been well received. its dominant position in 

Sadc is sometimes criticised, as was the case in the 

nomination of Sadc candidates for the elections of the 

chair of the aU commission (aUc) in 2011.8 many believe 

South africa is using its position as major funder to push 

its own agenda, rather than seeking consensus. 

given that South africa is by far the biggest contributor to 

Sadc in financial terms, it is often frustrated by the lack 

of urgency and focus within Sadc. States’ contributions 

to Sadc are based on their gross national product. for 

instance, lesotho and Swaziland’s contributions have 

been between r1 million and r2 million for the past few 

years, whereas South africa’s contribution averages 

r7 million (excluding millions more that are spent on 

supporting Sadc’s peacekeeping efforts). moreover, 

some countries default on their contributions and do 

not always support Sadc peacemaking activities 

financially. there is a real fear that without South africa’s 

contributions to Sadc, it would collapse. 

the duality of the relationship between South africa and 

Sadc needs to be carefully managed. on the one hand, 

there is its multilateral relationship within the organisation; 

on the other hand, meanwhile, South africa has bilateral 

relations with the individual member states, which can 

also be affected by the former. for example, one has 

to ask, can South africa be seen as a neutral broker in 

lesotho, given its dominance within the region? 

as noted earlier, many observers believe South africa 

has to act appropriately in the region and South africa 

should not be coy about its dominance. it has the unique 

means to influence the region for its own sake and for 

the sake of the region. it should not hold back out of 

false modesty. 

When it comes to participating in mediation and peace-

support operations, South africa clearly has to do the 

heavy lifting. even the mediation in madagascar, which 

was conducted by former mozambican president 

Joaquim chissano, was largely funded and supported 

by South africa. South africa’s leadership role in Sadc 
should therefore be seen in this context.

Within the aU, South africa’s campaign to have dlamini-
Zuma elected as chairperson of the aUc in 2012 was 
seen by countries that didn’t support her as an abuse 
by South africa of its role as continental leader – both in 
terms of capacity and of its financial contribution to the 
aU. it is one of the five major funders of the aU, together 
with nigeria, algeria, egypt and angola. 

South Africa has the unique means to 
influence the region for its own sake 
and for the sake of the region 

the suspicion that President Zuma had an ulterior and 
possibly domestic political motive for his strong campaign 
to get dlamini-Zuma elected as aUc chairperson was 
reinforced when she declined to run for a second term in 
July 2016. 

many within South africa’s department of international 
relations and cooperation (dirco) however, believe 
that the ‘unwritten rule’ that big countries should not 
dominate continental institutions, like the aU, is a myth 
and that this shouldn’t be taken into account during 
aUc elections. (Within this debate, it is to be noted that 
nigeria’s former agriculture minister akinwumi adesina 
was elected as chairperson of the african development 
Bank in 2015 – a position that has been held by smaller 
countries in the past.)

the divisive nature of dlamini-Zuma’s election as chair of 
the aUc is often presented by Pretoria as the result of the 
ongoing divisions between francophone and anglophone 
states – the so-called ‘clash of the phones’. Some big 
anglophone countries, like nigeria, however, also did not 
support her election to the position. 

it is still to be established what legacy dlamini-Zuma will 
leave at the aU. However, her visionary agenda 2063, a 
blueprint for a more peaceful and prosperous africa, is in 
part to be seen as a contribution by South africa. Her role 
in promoting women’s rights in africa has also been an 
important feature of her term at the helm of the aU. 

clearly, South africa and the rest of the international 
community, including the Un, agree that the aU is the 
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only game in town and there is increasing support for 
strengthening its capacity. despite its faults, the aU 
is the only institution on the continent that can drive 
change. However, important questions should be 
asked around a long-term strategy to enable africa’s 
continental institutions to remain relevant. it is key for the 
aU and the continent’s regional economic communities 
not to become merely elite institutions, otherwise they 
risk becoming irrelevant.  

the aU and africa’s regional economic communities 
also have to play the role of defining shared values 
and implementing them. the question is, are these 
merely institutions that do not represent any values? 
for example, the african charter on democracy, 
elections and governance, and the african charter on 
Human and People’s rights are documents that are 
rarely referred to. for South africa to make a positive 
contribution through the aU and Sadc, it should 
promote norm-setting within these organisations. 
Promoting the values of democracy and human rights 
should be key pillars of its multilateral engagement.

A positive contribution to peace 
and democracy  

as noted, post-apartheid South africa showed its 
commitment to establishing peace and promoting 
democracy through free-and-fair elections. in Burundi 
it mediated in peace talks between the former heads of 
state, domitien ndayizeye and Pierre Buyoya – from the 
tutsi minority – on the one hand, and rebel leaders, like 
Pierre nkurunziza and agathon rwasa. this mediation 
led to the arusha accords of 2000 and a peaceful 
transition to majority rule. South africa deployed soldiers 
from the South african national defence force in Burundi 
between 2001 and 2003. 

in the drc, South africa was also the key mediator 
in peace talks that led to the december 2002 Sun 
city agreements and the Pretoria agreement of april 
2003. South african troops were again deployed in 
the transition phase and as part of the Un mission in 
the drc. in 2006 South africa played a major role in 
ensuring peaceful elections in the drc, through various 
arms of government, including the South african 
independent electoral commission. it also printed and 
distributed electoral material for the 2006 elections. 
these elections were held in an extremely challenging 

Despite its faults, the AU is the only 
institution on the continent that can 
drive change

post-conflict context in the drc – a vast territory with 
very little infrastructure and where there had been no 
elections for decades. South africa was also a leading 
member of the international contact group for the drc, 
and mbeki played a key role in keeping the congolese 
players on track during the transition period.

after 2006 South africa was also involved in post-
conflict reconstruction and development (Pcrd) in the 
drc, but these were mostly ad hoc engagements and 
lacked follow-through.9 the fact that the South african 
development Partnership agency (SadPa) has fallen 
foul of bureaucracy within the government and is yet to 
be established, despite years of planning, also hampers 
South africa’s work in the area of Pcrd. the SadPa is 
destined to coordinate and ensure funding for foreign 
interventions by South africa.

in hindsight, one could say South africa acted in the 
role of a norm entrepreneur through its engagement 
with Burundi and the drc because it showed strong 
commitment to the democratic process and to the 
organisation of free-and-fair elections.

in the mbeki era South africa also played a role in 
mediating in the crisis in côte d’ivoire. the first significant 
peace agreement following the country’s coup d’état of 
december 2000, which led to the election of laurent 
gbagbo as president, was signed in Pretoria in 2004. 
the rebels, who had occupied the north of côte d’ivoire, 
however, accused mbeki of siding with gbagbo and the 
mediation was taken over by the former president of 
Burkina faso, Blaise compaoré. despite this setback, 
South africa again showed that it was willing to mobilise 
resources and time in an effort to establish dialogue for a 
peaceful transition on the continent. 

during this time, many post-conflict african countries 
also showed a willingness to follow South africa’s lead in 
setting up their own truth and reconciliation commissions, 
modelled on South africa’s trc. Such commissions 
were established in côte d’ivoire, Kenya (after the 
2007/08 post-election crisis), the central african republic 
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and elsewhere. nowhere did the concept work as 
successfully as in South africa, however, largely because 
of a lack of resources and political will. nevertheless the 
establishment of these commissions illustrates South 
africa’s continental contribution as norm entrepreneur.

A host to those fleeing persecution? 

South africa has received a great deal of praise in the 
past for its policy of hosting asylum seekers and refugees 
from across the continent. South africa hosts around 
56 000 refugees and 230 000 asylum seekers.10  

However, South africa has far fewer refugees than 
countries like ethiopia and Kenya, for example. 
furthermore, incidents of xenophobic violence in South 
africa in 2008 and 2015 severely tarnished South africa’s 
reputation in this area.

new measures announced by the minister of Home 
affairs in July 2016 are also cause for concern.11 the 
new green Paper on international immigration sets 
out plans to establish centres at the country’s borders 
where asylum seekers will be ‘processed’. only those 
migrants who are granted refugee status will be allowed 
to integrate into communities. this will be a move away 
from the earlier policy of giving temporary work and study 
permits to asylum seekers, who make up the bulk of 
documented migrants in the country. 

Successful support for SADC mediation 
in Madagascar

South africa’s role in the crisis in madagascar started 
with the exile of former president marc ravalomanana to 
South africa in 2009, after a successful coup d’état by 
former president ange rajoelina. 

after several years of mediation by Sadc – led, as 
mentioned, by ex-president of mozambique Joaquim 
chissano – new presidential elections took place 
in madagascar in 2013, without the participation of 
either ravalomanana or rajoelina. Sadc’s role was 
constructive, leading, as it did, to the restoration of 
constitutional democracy. 

once again, South africa took the lead in the Sadc 
intervention – and bore the brunt financially. the elections 
in madagascar cost South africa around r17 million, 
while other countries, like namibia and mauritius, made 
minimal contributions. 

the outcome in madagascar was seen as a success, 
although the situation remains fragile and Sadc 
continues to keep an eye on the rivalry between 
ravalomanana, rajoelina and the current president, 
Hery rajaonarimampianina.

Unfinished business in South Sudan 

South africa was instrumental in Pcrd efforts in South 
Sudan in the period leading up to and following the 
referendum on independence in 2011. an important 
effort was made to help South Sudan get on its feet. 
Several South african businesses and non-governmental 
organisations also participated in this effort.12 

However, in some cases there wasn’t enough follow-
through and, as one former South african ambassador 
said, ‘Perhaps if we did more in the beginning we 
wouldn’t be where we are today.’

Incidents of xenophobic violence in 
South Africa in 2008 and 2015 severely 
tarnished the country’s reputation 

following the outbreak of violence in december 2013 
between the government of Salva Kiir and his former 
deputy, riek machar, South africa attempted to reconcile 
the divided ruling party, the Sudanese People’s liberation 
movement (SPlm). the SPlm used to have strong links 
with the anc. 

the mediation in South Sudan, led by the anc and 
tanzania’s ruling party, the chama cha mapinduzi, was 
partly successful, in that it led to the return of former 
exiles of the party to Juba. it did not, however, lead to a 
lasting peace in South Sudan. 

in September 2016, deputy President cyril ramaphosa 
met with the new first vice-president of South Sudan, 
taban deng gai, who had replaced machar after 
renewed fighting in July. this was just after the PSc 
supported a call for machar to return to his post as first 
vice-president, according to the august 2015 Peace 
agreement for South Sudan.13 

as a member of the PSc, South africa plays an important 
role in the search for solutions to this conflict, but these 
should not be overshadowed by the parallel efforts of the 
South african deputy president.
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Recurrent challenges in Lesotho 

South africa’s role in lesotho can be traced back to September 1998, when 
it first intervened to quell internal political conflict. this intervention, involving 
600 troops, proved disastrous. the intervention was not mandated by Sadc 
or the aU. 

more recently, ramaphosa led successive mediation initiatives in lesotho 
in 2014, 2015 and 2016 on behalf of Sadc. these were only partially 
successful. although his mediation led to elections in february 2015, which 
were seen as transparent, huge challenges remain and another collapse of 
lesotho’s government is imminent. South africa’s dominant relationship within 
Sadc and the fact that lesotho is almost entirely dependent on South africa 
complicates this situation. 

South Africa, as the mediator, cannot be blamed 
alone for the failure to bring about a solution in 
some instances

in both lesotho and Burundi, previous attempts at mediation had been 
relatively successful, but the recurrence of conflicts in these countries is 
gravely concerning. is it because the earlier peace agreements were flawed? 
or was there not enough follow-through? clearly, South africa, as the 
mediator, cannot be blamed alone for the failure to bring about a solution in 
some instances. one must remember the context of protracted conflicts, 
weak state institutions and democratic deficit, which ultimately lead to the 
breakdown of peace efforts.14  

No clear foreign-policy direction

one of the reasons behind South africa’s decidedly more pragmatic, and 
arguably less principled, stance in its engagements with the rest of the 
continent can be traced back to the ousting of former president mbeki in 
2009. mbeki had a clear vision that drove efforts for development in africa 
– his african renaissance project. on the other hand, Zuma has followed a 
foreign policy that has been far more inward-looking and has focused a lot 
more on economic considerations than on a peacemaking agenda.15

Zuma’s foreign policy has also largely focused on its membership of the 
BricS countries (Brazil, russia, china and South africa). norm-setting is not 
a priority in this engagement, which is driven by economic considerations.

observers are also often at a loss when it comes to where foreign policy 
is made and who really makes the decisions. are foreign-policy decisions 
made at the anc headquarters, luthuli House? When it comes to human-
rights issues, the latest anc policy document says very little in this regard. 
it does, however, mention the negative impact of african leaders extending 
their term limits.16 or is foreign policy driven by the Presidency? there is 

oBServerS are alSo 
often at a loSS WHen 

it comeS to WHere 
foreign Policy iS made 
and WHo really maKeS 

tHe deciSionS 
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often a disconnect between decisions made within the 

Presidency and those made by dirco. (this is also the 

case in many other countries.)

despite numerous policy documents, including the 

2011 White Paper on development,17 there is currently 

no indication of a clear strategy by South africa when it 

comes to promoting democracy and human rights in the 

rest of africa. in practice, it is difficult to discern precisely 

what South africa wants to achieve over the long term. 

commitments to peace efforts on the continent often lack 

clear planning, and no costing is done. this is a serious 

problem in the current economic climate.

South africa’s foreign policy seems to be on autopilot and 

diplomacy has been frozen. decisions are often made on 

an ad hoc basis.

for South africa to engage seriously and honestly with 

the rest of the continent – and the world, for that matter 

– there should be a clear indication of where the decision 

making lies and what foreign-policy framework drives 

these decisions. 

to cite just one example, internationally, although it is 

considered a champion of the rights of the lesbian, gay, 

bisexual, transgender and/or intersex (lgBti) community, 

the South african government abstained from the vote to 

appoint an independent watchdog on sexual orientation 

by the Human rights council in 2016. this was seen as a 

move to show solidarity with the african bloc of countries 

that are opposed to supporting the lgBti community.18

Future challenges  

much is expected of South africa to continue its role as 

norm entrepreneur and peacemaker on the continent.

When the latest crisis in Burundi broke out in early 

2015, many commentators asked why South africa did 

not get involved to a greater extent in trying to make 

peace there.19 given its historical role in mediating 

peace in Burundi, plus the fact that many of the main 

players – notably nkurunziza – spent many months 

negotiating peace agreements in South africa, its role 

would be salutary. 

yet South africa did not offer its services to intervene 

and stop the crisis from escalating – this despite the 

fact that dlamini-Zuma took a strong stance, reminding 

nkurunziza to stick to the arusha agreement, which limits 
him to two mandates of five years as president. 

at the January 2016 aU summit, Zuma was appointed 
as a member of the high-level panel for Burundi. the 
panel visited Burundi on 25 february 2016, but 
Zuma was criticised by the opposition for siding 
with the government.20  

the expectation that South africa should play a stronger 
role in Burundi also holds true of the situation in the 
drc. many observers had expected South africa to stay 
engaged in the drc and to persevere with the much 
needed Pcrd efforts. although it did remain engaged 
on various levels after the 2006 elections, South africa’s 
role in the drc was much less visible than during the 
preceding period. 

There is no clear strategy by South 
Africa for promoting democracy and 
human rights in the rest of Africa

When rumours emerged that the president of the drc, 

Joseph Kabila, intended to serve for a third term, which 

is anti-constitutional, South africa failed to publicly speak 

up against this move. and although it is increasingly clear 

that the situation around Kabila’s mandate could escalate 

into a full-scale crisis – and one that could threaten the 

entire region – South africa made no comment. it merely 

expressed its concern in a press release following 

large-scale violence that broke out in September 2016 

and called upon all parties in the drc to participate in 

national dialogue.21

Will South africa’s norm-setting contributions to africa’s 

development – like nePad, the aPrm and agenda 

2063 – stand the test of time? it is very easy to create 

continental structures like these – and, arguably, africa 

has too many of them – but not easy to get rid of. the 

aPrm is showing positive signs of revival under the 

current ceo of the secretariat, eddy maloka, former 

adviser to South africa’s minister of international relations 

and cooperation. in the first six months of 2016, two 

new reviews, for chad and Senegal, were undertaken. 

the reports on these two countries will be tabled at the 

January 2017 aU summit in addis ababa. 
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the upcoming elections for a new aUc chairperson, 
slated for January 2017, are going to be a big challenge 
for the aU. the first round of voting, in July 2016, was 
highly divisive and saw regional blocs, like the economic 
community of West african States, effectively boycotting 
the Sadc candidate, Pelonomi venson-moitoi from 
Botswana, in the final round of voting.22 it was also not 
clear whether South africa supported venson-moitoi, 
or whether it supported the idea of a postponement 
of the elections because it would like to see stronger 
candidates tabled. 

South africa will become the chair of the Sadc organ 
in august 2017. it will have influence and leverage over 
Sadc’s security agenda and will be positioned to drive 
change in places like Swaziland, Zimbabwe and the 
drc. the lack of democracy in Swaziland, the current 
Sadc chair, has never been on the agenda of Sadc. 

countries are weak. South africa is not responsible for the 

internal political situations in many african countries.

South africa has also become much more inward-looking 

than in the past, focusing more on its own economic and 

political challenges. 

However, it would be strategic for South africa to regain 

its status as champion of peace and democracy in africa, 

as it could have positive spin-offs domestically. Peace 

and prosperity on the continent will directly benefit South 

africa’s own economic interests, given that it is one of the 

biggest investors in africa. 

on the multilateral front, more effort should be placed on 

seeking broader consensus with others and making the 

appropriate decisions consistent with the principles and 

values of its foreign policy. 

Recommendations

•	South	Africa	should	use	its	leadership	position	as	a	

major funder and contributor to the aU to voice its 

concern over the abuse of power and of mandate 

extensions on the continent.

•	Because	of	its	past	struggle	against	a	racist	

government and the emergence of nelson mandela’s 

principled leadership, South africa continues to enjoy 

significant soft power on the continent. many africans 

look to South africa for guidance. South africa should 

use its soft power to set high standards of governance 

and leadership, and to act in solidarity with african 

citizens looking for development and prosperity.

•	South	Africa	should	use	its	influence	in	the	AU	to	

campaign for strong leadership of the aUc when 

elections are held in 2017. among other things, this 

would help ensure that long-term plans, like agenda 

2063 and the aPrm, continue. it should make sure 

that these programmes contain a strong norm-

setting component when it comes to democracy and 

human rights. 

•	South	Africa’s	intervention	in	peacebuilding	and	PCRD	

should be a coordinated effort between the Presidency, 

dirco and other government departments. Strong 

leadership is needed to establish the SadPa. 

•	South	Africa	should	use	its	opportunity	as	incoming	

chair of Sadc 2017 to place on the agenda issues 

It would be strategic for South Africa to 
regain its status as champion of peace 
and democracy in Africa

another challenge will be the much delayed launch of 
the SadPa. the agency, which was conceptualised after 
years of wide consultation, is destined to coordinate all 
South african interventions abroad23 and would need 
collaboration between dirco, the national treasury, the 
department of trade and industry and the Presidency.24 
Strong leadership, political will and a commitment 
to strategic cooperation across the spectrum will be 
needed for it to get off the ground. Key foreign policy 
documents, like the 2011 White Paper, referred to 
above, as well as chapter 7 of the national development 
Plan, which deals with foreign policy, will have to be 
revised to make this possible.

Conclusion 

South africa has a mixed track record when it comes to 
being a norm entrepreneur in africa. its engagement with 
the continent has been tainted by its unwillingness to 
speak up about key human-rights issues and democratic 
reversal on the continent. 

this can partly be explained by the difficult continental 
situation where democratic institutions in many african 
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of good governance and democracy in the region. 
this includes the questions of political participation in 
Swaziland and human-rights abuses in Zimbabwe. 

•	South	Africa	should	use	its	membership	of	the	UN	
Human rights council to fulfil its moral responsibility 
and vote to protect the victimised and oppressed. 

•	South	Africa	should	reconsider	its	withdrawal	from	
the icc. it should work together with other african 
countries to reform the institution. 
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